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FRoM INITIAL coNcepT, RIGHT THRoUGH To RIGoRoUS bUILD AND 
peRFoRMANce TeSTING, AT pLANeT ecLIpSe We GUARANTee QUALITY AND 
cRAFTSMANSHIp. IT’S WHAT MAkeS US UNIQUe. eVeRY pRoDUcT We MAke IS 
eNGINeeReD To THe MoST eXAcT SpecIFIcATIoNS To oFFeR oUTSTANDING 
peRFoRMANce. FRoM pLAYING GeAR To ADVANceD pAINTbALL MARkeRS AND 
eVeRYTHING IN-beTWeeN, pAINTbALL IS oUR pASSIoN AND IT’S oUR INTIMATe 
kNoWLeDGe oF THe SpoRT THAT LeADS US To cReATe SoMe oF THe MoST 
ADVANceD pAINTbALL MARkeRS oN THe MARkeT. DoN’T SeTTLe FoR LeSS. 
GET MORE WITH PLANET ECLIPSE.

WELCOME 
TO PLANET ECLIPSE
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LV1.6

Since its creation in 2004, the EGO has been a consistent threat 
on every battlefield. Whether you play scenario, woodland or the 
highest level of speedball, the platform has adapted and moved 
with the times to provide an incredible level of performance that 
never fails to impress.

We’ve said it many times before, we feel the LV1, in its various 
forms, is pretty much the perfect poppet valve marker available. 
The way it feels, performs and outlasts the competition is 
testament to the LV1’s superior qualities.

And with great performance comes great popularity, hence the 
latest incarnation of the LV1 platform, the EGO LV1.6

More than just a cosmetic upgrade, the LV1.6 features a brand 
new custom designed solenoid which gives the LV1.6 increased 
reliability, performance and longevity and a superior shot quality.

A first for the LV platform, this new solenoid empowers the 
user with the ability to perform their own routine and advanced 
maintenance with ease, should they ever need to. 

And the dual SFRs also give the user exceptional levels of control 
over the bolt and rammer speeds, opening up endless potential 
for the tuning of shot characteristics, feel, efficiency and speed. 
Combined with the fully adjustable LPR and two weights of 
rammer, the LV1.6 demonstrates a level of adjustability not found 
in any other platform, allowing users to create their own unique 
playing experience.

Trends, game formats, player requirements and desires change 
over time. By pushing the boundaries of performance and 
reliability we keep the EGO as relevant today as it was the day 
the very first one hit the field, retaining its spot as the very best 
poppet marker available.

The LV1.6 is the latest iteration of a legacy that has spanned 
over 15 years and generated memories for thousands of players 
around the world.

Through the LV1.6, the EGO legend lives on.
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LV = LEVER VALVE

At the very heart of the EGO LV1.6 is the industry-leading Lever Valve 
system (hence the LV in the name). The system incorporates a profiled 
(cam-shaped) lever between the rammer and the exhaust valve that is 
used to separate the action of the rammer and bolt from the action of the 
valve. This additional element in the mechanism has several major benefits 
over the conventional directly-linked knock-open system, particularly with 
respect to the force required to open the valve and the rate at which the 
valve is opened.

This indirect operation of the exhaust valve means it can be opened slower, 
with considerably less force, yet retain excellent seal integrity, something 
that has blighted other low opening force or balanced valve systems.

While existing designs may require a low force to open the exhaust valve 
they are still bound by the need to overcome blowback using the speed 
and mass of the bolt which means that the valve has to be opened with 
a greater speed than is actually required. Often, these designs will also 
suffer from low closing forces that can drastically affect efficiency. The LV 
platform suffers none of these drawbacks; the valve can still utilise a large 
closing force to help create a robust seal and yet, through the mechanical 
advantage of the lever, it requires significantly less force from the rammer 
to open it.

The EGO LV platform’s Lever Valve system is a truly unique and efficient 
system unlike anything previously seen on a marker of this kind.

THe LEVER VALVE SYSTeM ReVoLUTIoNISeD THe eGo LINe AND IS 
UNIQUe AMoNGST ALL poppeT MARkeRS, keepING THe LV1.6 AT 
THe VeRY Top oF THe FooD cHAIN.
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cLeAN, AGGReSSIVe boDY STYLING 

TAkeS INSpIRATIoN FRoM eARLIeR 

beLoVeD EGO MoDeLS.

ALL NeW CUSTOM SOLENOID oFFeRS 

eNHANceD peRFoRMANce, INcReASeD 

LoNGeVITY AND SMooTHeR SHoT 

SHAFT FL CARBON FIBRE bARReL 

SYSTeM GIVeS pLAYeRS AN INcReDIbLY 

LIGHTWeIGHT pLAYING pAckAGe.
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DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT 918g / 2.02lb
LENGTH / HEIGHT / WIDTH 555mm (21.8”) / 205mm (8.07”) / 27mm (1.06”)
MATERIALS
BODY 6082-T6 Aluminium
BARREL 6061-T6 Aluminium
FRAME 6061-T6 Aluminium
TRIGGER 6061-T6 Aluminium
EYE COVERS 6061-T6 Aluminium
FEED NECK 6061-T6 Aluminium
ELECTRONICS
USER INTERFACE 3 buttons on frame with tournament lock on PCB
DISPLAY Transflective LCD with Tru-Colour adjustable back-light
SOLENOID VOLTAGE 5V
MICROCONTROLLER 16-Bit 16 MIPS Flash Microcontroller
POWER SUPPLY 1 x 9V Alkaline battery (IEC 6LR61 / ANSI 1604A)
E-PORTAL Compatible (sold separately)
HARDWARE
ASA MOUNT AT POPS
TRIGGER METHOD Micro-switch and break beam Opto-switch
TRIGGER PIVOT Dual instrument ball race units mounted in bearing carrier
BARREL 2-piece Shaft FL barrel system - with Carbon Fibre tip - 14.5” total length
FEED TUBE Lever operated low-rise feed
PNEUMATICS
OPERATING PRINCIPLE Under and over Poppet with Lever Valve mechanism
SOLENOID TYPE Custom SMC 5/2 Solenoid Valve w/dual flow controls
DRIVE MECHANISM Zick3 Rammer (regular and lightweight options included)
BOLT MECHANISM Cure5 Bolt
ERGONOMICS
GRIP TYPE Dual density wraparound rubber grips
GRIP PITCH 185mm / 7.28”
FIRMWARE
FIRING MODES Semi / Ramping (capped / uncapped) 
DEBOUNCE MODES 10 debounce modes

SPEC
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SUPPORT
As an eclipse customer you will have access to 
our worldwide technical support network that 
will help you with any technical problems from 
localised service centres to on-site tech support.

WARRANTY
our exceptional 12 month manufacturers 
warranty backed by our online warranty system 
offers peace of mind and ensures your claim 
will be repaired or replaced in a snap!

QUALITY
All eclipse products undergo meticulous checks 
by experienced specialists, using precision 
materials and equipment, who care about the 
product that arrives at your door.

STANDARD
Your eclipse marker is awesome and requires no 
after market parts. However, for genuine eclipse 
accessories that suit your preferences consult 
your local eclipse Dealer for upgrade options.

OUR PROMISE
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GET MORE 
pLANeTecLIpSe.coM

130 FRANkLIN STReeT,
bUILDING L4 & L5
WARReN, RI, 02885, USA
cALL +1 401 247 9061
FAX +1 401 247 0931
INFO.USA@PLANETECLIPSE.COM

UNIT 14 pReMIeR pARk, 
AcHeSoN WAY, TRAFFoRD pARk, 
MANcHeSTeR, M17 1GA, eNGLAND
cALL +44(0) 161 872 5572
FAX +44(0) 161 873 7536
INFO.EUROPE@PLANETECLIPSE.COM

USA UK


